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Natuferm®, a unique new yeast nutrient that favors aromatic ester production
Montpellier, France. The wine yeast nutrient Natuferm® is particularly rich in amino acids known to be
aromatic ester precursors. When used under suitable temperature and turbidity conditions in association with a
yeast strain selected for its ability to produce aromatic esters,
Natuferm can significantly increase the sensorial quality of white, red
and rosé wines.
Its contribution to the full aromatic expression of wines and its
positive impact on fermentation have been demonstrated in
comparative trials both in research institutes and in wineries.
Exclusively composed of autolysed yeast, Natuferm® offers a unique
source of nutrition that enhances yeast viability with its high
concentration of organic assimilable nitrogen and trace elements.
This new nutrient, unique in its kind, can only be added during the
first step of alcoholic fermentation.
Despite its very high concentration in amino acids, Natuferm® has
been specifically formulated to avoid increasing undesirable
compounds, such as biogenic amines and ethyl carbamate in wines.
TESTIMONIAL
‘I added Natuferm to my white wines right before yeast addition. I was positively impressed by the effect this
nutrient had on fermentation consistency and wine quality. In our Sauvignon Blanc, Verdejo and even our
Macabeo, we noticed a great difference in terms of aromatic intensity and mouthfeel.’
- Bodega in La Mancha, Spain
This is another ADVANCED WINEMAKING SOLUTION brought to you by OENOBRANDS.
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For more information, please contact Oenobrands at info@oenobrands.com.
Find out more about Oenobrands, our solutions, our innovations and our brands on our website,
www.oenobrands.com, or on Facebook at www.facebook.com/Oenobrands
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Note to the Editors:
About Oenobrands: Oenobrands designs and markets the oenological products of today and tomorrow. Its
permanent innovation strategy allows the creation of solutions that provide an integrated answer for both the
ambitions and desires of the wine makers, traders and consumers. It is with a strong belief in the future of the
industry and dealing with the current changes that Oenobrands, supported by its world renowned parent
companies (DSM Food Specialties and Anchor BioTechnologies) develops a range of oenological products
including enzymes, yeast, yeast-derived products and bacteria. With a highly qualified team, expert in many
fields, Oenobrands strives to offer winemakers with novel and scientifically sound solutions as well as highlight
the positive synergies between its products. Oenobrands distributes its brands Anchor, Fermicru, Fermivin,
Fermichamp, Extraferm, Maxaferm, Claristar and Rapidase on the the five continents through a specialized
network.
You will find a dedicated press area on our new website www.oenobrands.com from which you can download
our press releases in English. It will soon be available in several languages.
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